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INTENTIONAL CREATIVITY RED THREAD SESSIONS · NO PAINTING EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
Medicine Basket: Discovering Your Personal Balm

MEDICINE BASKET

Have you heard? You're a medicine carrier! It's true. Come and spend
time exploring what your personal medicine is and how it can be a balm
to yourself and others. In this Red Thread Session, we'll explore our
innate gifts and give ourselves permission to claim and celebrate them!
During our time together, we'll begin in a Red Thread Circle, journal,
paint and work with the power of personal symbol as we paint our
medicine basket! 3-hour RTS Session

Explore: A Mappy Quest
The journey of life comes with many twists and turns. The terrain traveled
is both rough and smooth. If you drew a chapter of your life story as a
map, what would it look like? Together, we’ll explore where you’ve been
and dream a vision of where you’d like to go using symbol, pattern and
line. Paint, inquiry and a Red Thread Circle will be companions to guide
us on this 3-hour journey of discovery. 3-hour RTS Session

EXPLORE

A MAPPY QUEST

Vision Plan: A Purpose-Filled Venture

VISION PLAN

Let’s be honest. You know you have a purpose. You know you have
gifts to give. But, maybe you are a bit stuck. Or, maybe you haven’t taken
the time to explore your potential for living out your vision. Join me to
create your Vision Plan book. During this full day workshop, we’ll begin
in a Red Thread circle, work through inquiry and use paint and the
power of personal symbol to create our plan. No painting experience
necessary, only a willing heart!

My Cup Overflows: Discovering Light Amid the Cracks
In the Japanese tradition, wabi-sabi is a worldview of finding
beauty amid the imperfection. In this Red Thread Session, we’ll give
ourselves time and space to slow down and work with the imperfections
of our life to see where light shines through the cracks. With intention
and care, we’ll mine our story to create a painting of a cracked chalice
overflowing with light. Our journal, paint and a Red Thread Circle will
be companions to guide us on this 3-hour journey to see the gifts amid
the shadows. 3-hour RTS Session

My Cup
Overflows

INTENTIONAL CREATIVITY® 13-STEP WORKSHOPS · NO PAINTING EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
Spirit Spark: Reigniting Your Creative Flame
You’re not sure when or why it happened, but over time, your inner
creative flame has died down to a faint ember. You used to make time
for creative pursuits, but life has gotten in the way. How can you reclaim
your creative space? Come paint with me to rediscover your Spirit SPARK.
With focus on process, not perfection, we’ll rekindle our creative souls.
With inquiry, paint and a Red Thread Circle*, I’ll guide you through the
13-step Intentional Creativity® process to bring to canvas your inner Spark.

SPARK!

Party Pilgrim: Waking to the Sacred in the Ordinary
Maybe you’re like me and experience days where routine monotony takes
a toll. You wonder, “How has a year flown by already?” You desire more
meaning but can’t seem to make it happen. Come paint with me and meet
your inner Party Pilgrim! Together, we’ll explore elements of a good party,
rituals to make each day a mini-celebration and ways to honor the
ordinary. With inquiry, paint and a Red Thread Circle*, we’ll work
through the 13-step Intentional Creativity® process to bring to canvas
your inner Party Pilgrim. No

Spirited Voyager: Moving with the Mystery
The wind blows you in a new direction. What is this breeze saying to your
heart and soul? How do you gather the goodness of where you've been and
linger with the sacred mystery of uncertainty? In this painting workshop,
we’ll gather around transitions in our life. We’ll journey to meet our
Spirited Voyager, invite her form and and discover the gifts she has for our
life. With inquiry, paint and a Red Thread Circle*, we’ll work through the
13-stepIntentional Creativity® process to bring to canvas your Spirited
Voyager. No painting experience required.

SPIRITED
VOYAGER

Gift of the Edge Dweller

Edge Dw eller

You have a tendency to see the bigger picture. Your vision challenges
the status quo. Your questions make loyal supporters of the system
uncomfortable. Ever been there? Come paint with me to reveal your
Edge Dweller. What will arise as you delve into your unique vision and
claim your voice? In this workshop, we we’ll affirm our questions, place
of belonging and discover the gifts we bring to the world. With inquiry,
paint and a Red Thread Circle*, we’ll work through the 13-step Intentional
Creativity® process to bring to canvas your Inner Edge Dweller.

Full Bloom! Unfurling into Yourself
What does it look like to bloom into your full glorious self ? Is there a
piece of you that longs to be revealed but has been lying dormant or
hiding because of fear? Working with the paintbrush, we’ll move through
what holds us back and towards growth into a fuller version of ourselves.
We’ll uncover ideas that long to bloom into form. With inquiry, paint and
a Red Thread Circle*, I’ll guide you through the 13-step Intentional
Creativity® process to bring to canvas a vision of your Full Bloom.

FULL
BLOOM
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Ally Markotich is passionate about art as spiritual practice and finding ordinary
life sacred. She’s an artist, writer and Intentional Creativity® teacher. For over a
decade, Ally has traveled a rich road of spiritual ahas. Ally’s art, word and
workshop offerings are fueled by where she sees healing is needed. Reviving
creativity, self-nurture, living your passion, honoring the sacred feminine and
celebration (over competition) are a few of her favorite spark points for her work.
She loves encouraging young and old to take time for creative practice, to notice
beauty and to listen intently and respond to their inner compass.
Ally Markotich has her BFA in Graphic Design from Alfred University (NY). In
November 2018, Ally received certification as an Intentional Creativity® teacher
with Shiloh Sophia’s Color of Woman School to guide others to uncover their personal ahas with inquiry, paint and
glitter. In August 2017, she completed a certificate in Spiritual Formation from Columbia Theological Seminary (GA)
where Ally discovered art as prayer and ordinary life sacred. Ally has served in a variety of volunteer leadership roles.
Her favorite are those where creativity has no bounds and deep conversation is encouraged. Ally’s husband, two sons
and yellow lab help keep her grounded to live life (rather messily) with grace, compassion and humor.

* A Red Thread Circle honors the
ancient way of gathering in circle to
share story, wisdom and experience
from each voice. A red thread is
passed as a symbol of connection and
sacred responsibility to the whole.

Your investment includes all materials,
loving preparation time and your unique
creation to take home.

www.soulkindling.com
soulkindling2019@gmail.com
Contact Ally at 910.690.7628 to begin!

